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Abstract
Context: According to the world health organization, 1.3 million people die on roads around the
world, not counting people who have serious injuries. The article focus on computer vision and artificial
intelligence to develop solutions for these problems effectively. Through deep learning, it was possible
to generate a good classification of pedestrians’ intentions, allowing us to predict behaviors.
Method: The main functionality of the models is to predict the behavior of the pedestrians, specif-
ically: the range of age, if they are observing the street, and if he is crossing the road. The article
uses Camera-based deep learning models based on convolutional neural networks and Long short-term
memory (LSTM) networks. The base for the training process was the JAAD 2.0 data set, which contains
the annotations needed for the models. Since some classes do not have a large amount of data, transfer
learning techniques are applied to train the models.
Results: The models obtained show an average accuracy of about 91 %, which, compared to other
articles, generates an increase in this metric. The models which employ transfer learning are based on
MobileNetV2 architecture, and the detection of pedestrian uses a YoloV4 model. Some tests are per-
formed with new information using off-the-shell cameras in environments different from those available
in the dataset.
Conclusions: Once initiated, artificial intelligence or any other project is important to generate a
significant social impact; artificial neural networks can make a big change in many areas. An important
conclusion about the transfer learning process is that it let to reduce the training process compared to
start from scratch. Future works look to implement in an embedded system the models obtained to
augment the data with semi-automatics annotations systems and try new state of the art neural networks
architectures.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Deep Learning, Neural Networks, JAAD 2.0, Transfer Learning,
Autonomous Vehicles, YoloV4, Keras.
Language: English.
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Resumen
Contexto: Según la organización mundial de la salud 1,3 millones de personas mueren en carreteras
alrededor del mundo esto sin contar las personas que tienen traumatismos graves. Esto incentivo a en-
focarnos en esta área trabajo por medio de la inteligencia artificial ya que permite desarrollar soluciones
para estos problemas de manera efectiva. Por medio de aprendizaje profundo se logro generar una buena
clasificación de algunas de las intenciones de los peatones permitiendo predecir los comportamientos.
Método: La principal funcionalidad de los modelos es predecir los comportamientos de los peatones
como Edad, Observa, Cruza y Peatones. Se hace uso dependiendo de la clasificación redes neuronales
convolucionales y lstm. Para realizar el entrenamiento de dichas redes neuronales se hace uso del
dataset JAAD 2.0 el cual contiene la cantidad de clases que se necesitan para los modelos. Dado que
algunas clases no cuentan con gran cantidad de datos fue necesario aplicar técnicas de transferencia de
conocimiento para clasificar de manera correcta los datos.
Resultados: Los modelos obtenidos muestran una exactitud promedio de alrededor del 91 %, lo que
en comparación con otros artı́culos, genera un incremento en esta métrica. Los modelos que emplean el
aprendizaje por transferencia se basan en la arquitectura MobileNetV2 y la detección de peatones utiliza
un modelo YoloV4. Algunas pruebas se realizan con nueva información utilizando cámaras externas en
entornos diferentes a los disponibles en el conjunto de datos.
Conclusiones: Una vez iniciada, la inteligencia artificial o cualquier otro proyecto es importante para
generar un impacto social significativo; Las redes neuronales artificiales pueden generar un gran cam-
bio en muchas áreas. Una conclusión importante sobre el proceso de aprendizaje por transferencia es
que permitió reducir el proceso de formación en comparación con empezar de cero. Los trabajos fu-
turos buscan implementar en un sistema embebido los modelos obtenidos para aumentar los datos con
sistemas de anotaciones semiautomáticos y probar nuevas arquitecturas de redes neuronales de última
generación.
Palabras clave: Inteligencia Artificial, Deep learning, Redes Neuronales, LSTM, OpenCV, JAAD 2.0,
Transferencia de conocimiento, CRISP DM, YoloV4, Keras.

1 Introduction
The automotive industry uses technological development to implement improvements to avoid ac-
cidents caused by human errors and automate driving. Some examples include measuring the
distance between cars through radar or park with the help of Artificial Intelligence (AI). This ar-
ticle seeks to deploy a model to predict the behavior of pedestrians. An architecture of multiple
convolutional neural networks (CNN) that allows classifying pedestrians’ properties is tested. For
the case of behavior, it is necessary to use CNN models with a long-term memory neural network
(LSTM) to classify whether pedestrians will cross. These developments will improve autonomous
cars’ performance through datasets labeled and tested with different training techniques.

According to the Society of Automotive Engineers, they identified five levels of automation, the
difference from one level to another is that it gradually eliminates the actions carried out by the
driver until the car eliminate completely, which is why there is currently a technological advance
of 3rd level of automation, there is a lack of advances to achieve a completely autonomous car. The
technological advances in pedestrian detection can also increase the cooperation between the driver
and the automated system [8].
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Although there are many approaches to detect pedestrians and her intentions using sensors like
radar, lidar, thermal camera, or conventional cameras, this article focuses on conventional cameras
taking into account the development advances using deep learning approaches [2]. [15], [16], [18]
make available annotations for the Joint Attention in Autonomous Driving (JAAD) dataset. [14]
presents a Pedestrian Intention Estimation(PIE) dataset, which requires considerable computational
resources to analyze since after extracting the data and training, it weights 3TB. [19] Pedestrian Ac-
tion Anticipation using Contextual Feature Fusion in Stacked RNNs try to perform an RNN and
CNN architecture that allows pedestrian intentions to be distributed by each architecture. [20] uses
Spatio-Temporal DenseNet to Real-time Intent Prediction of Pedestrians, which uses a YoloV3
model to detect the pedestrian.

The project aims to predict pedestrian behaviors through deep learning models, to improve the
experience when driving on routes with high pedestrian traffic. The objective of AI algorithms
is to optimize computational efficiency; since the data generated by the vehicles vary, we are go-
ing to focus on the cameras distributed by the car. For this, the modeling process uses the JAAD
dataset [15], allowing the training of the algorithm and power to precede the pedestrians’ behavior
and achieve the best validation of the operation of our model with the dataset and with new data
obtained with off-the-shelf cell phones.

We organized the paper as follows: Section 2 presents a theorical background about neural net-
works. In Section 3,we present the methodology CRISP-DM , the data understanding and descrip-
tion of the models. In Section 4, we presented results of the models and finally a Section 5 that
concluded and identified the future work

2 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks(ANN) are mathematical models developed under the inspiration of the
brain’s functioning. This type of model learns by performing repetitive data training to make a
correct prediction, just as the biological brain acts, making each iteration generate an optimal clas-
sification and a correction of its parameters. The general structure of neural networks has an input
layer, which receives the data, one or many intermediate layers, or hidden layers (up to N layers),
which observe a part of the data generating value. Finally, an output layer which delivers the result
and can be from a binary (1 or 0) to contain N output classes [23], as shown in Figure 1.

Deep learning through ANN is a concept developed over the last decade that attempts to generate
many hidden layers to discover and learn good representations using feature learning [23]. There
exist many types of neural network configuration [5], [12]; here are briefly explained some of the
users in our models and other concepts of deep learning [7].

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have allowed the development of new algorithms that per-
form work comparing themselves with the eyes of AI (Artificial Intelligence). Although it was
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developed several decades ago for digital processing signals, it has had a huge advance with the
development of more powerful computers, specially the development of graphics processing units
(GPU) and Tensor Processing Unit (TPU). Their main purpose is to extract characteristics which
each neuron is responsible for a section of the image. The convolution layer is formed by filters
(also called kernels) which run over the input layer. A filter is of smaller sides (height (F) and
width (F)) than the previous layer (e.g., the inputs layer or a different one) but with the same depth.
Figure 1

Figure 1. Convolutional Neural Networks

2.2 Pooling Layer
This layer can have several types of filters. One of the most common ones is Max pooling. Max
pooling is a filter of a width by height, which extracts the maximum value of the patch. This
technique can avoid overfitting [10]. Some variations like mean pooling are also used.

2.3 Dropout Layer
Usually, deep learning has many nodes, which means many parameters. This number of nodes can
generate overfitting. Therefore dropout is used as a regularization technique for reducing overfitting
[22].

2.4 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is the process of taking a pre-trained model (the weights and parameters of a
network that has been trained on a large quantity of data by others) and ”fine-tuning” the model
with your dataset [25].

2.5 long short-term memory (LSTM)
This network architecture was developed to generate improvements in the current algorithms since
they had a problem when trying to save information in memory. On the one hand, they have the
current state of the data and the previous state of the data. This results in the neural network not
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being able to remember previous states; that is why LSTM allows that data information to be saved
for a longer time, achieving better data predictions. One of the most crucial parts of a long-term
neural network is the state cell that allows updating and removing the necessary data [11].

3 Materials and methods

The development of the models was carried out employing the CRISP-DM methodology [24] which
allowed, through the phases, to generate a model according to each need. We begin by under-
standing the problem to be solved for the project case to predict the greatest number of pedestrian
behaviors. After that, an analysis of the available data is carried out and, if necessary, looks for
other sources of information. After analyzing the bibliography, we select the JAAD 2.0 dataset.
The model used to predict behaviors in images is convolutional neural networks. The development
of the model includes the process of training and validation of the model.

After training the models, it is essential to save the weights, allowing to save the best model to be
used in the validation and implementation process, which are presented in the results section joint
with some tests, which let to determine challenges in the implementation. 1

3.1 Business Understanding

The project attempts to predict the intentions of the pedestrian and its characteristics. This model
will have several outputs, so an architecture with two convolutional neural networks (CNN) and
one CNN-LSTM Neural network. Sequential convolutional neural network with a long-term mem-
ory neural network (LSTM). With the first two CNN networks, we extract if the pedestrian is aware
of the traffic when crossing, the other CNN extracts the age characteristic (Child, Adult, senior).
Finally, the LSTM neural network extracts if the pedestrian wants to cross the road with the extrac-
tion of 4 images at the time of t; t +0.5 s, t + 1s; t + 1.5s. Figure 2 presents a schema of the relation
between the models.

Some of the most important characteristics of the project development are to vary the architec-
tures and use pre-trained models, improving the precision of the algorithms. For this, we are going
to divide the model into two stages. A neural network that allows us to find the pedestrians within
an image to extract the pedestrian that we are going to analyze in the other models. In the next
stage, we have the two CNNs that allow us, on the one hand, to predict the age of the pedestrian
and on the other if the user is looking or not. Finally, we have a CNN - LSTM neural network that
allows us to know if the pedestrian will cross in front of a vehicle utilizing several full-size images.

1hardware used is AMD ryzen 5, 15 GB memory and a 500 GB solid state drive.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of the models.

3.2 Data Understanding

The data used for this project is the JAAD dataset [15], a particularity of the data is the annotation
of pedestrian properties, some of which are: Age, Hand gestures, Crossing, Looking, Direction,
and Pedestrian Id.

In addition to the features mentioned above, which are in an XML file, all data processing al-
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gorithms are available through Python scripts ready in the Github repository. The first step is to
convert the videos to frames (images), and finally, the data of the images must match the image
labels. With these data, we can implement one or more models to predict pedestrian behaviors, as
shown in Figure 3

Figure 3. Dataset JAAD [18]
[15]

According to the documentation itself, the dataset has 346 short video clips of 5 to 10 seconds in
length, extracted from more than 240 hours of recording. The data extraction places are in North
America and Eastern Europe, representing typical driving scenes. The figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c)
present some examples of the data.
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(a) Video 1. (b) Video 2. (c) Video 3.
Figure 4. Dataset samples.

Some testing videos was acquired through a cell phone in the streets of Spain to test the deploy-
ment phases. The figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) are some examples of these videos.

(a) Video 1. (b) Video 2. (c) Video 3.
Figure 5. Videos of new data acquired.

3.3 Data preparation
For many analysts focused on computer vision, it can be said that one of the complicated parts of
an AI project is the transformation of data. In the case of images, there are many methods both
when balancing data and reducing the size of the matrices for training a model, but images pose
more complications compared to everyday AI projects.

The first step before training the model is to prepare the data. In this case, the CNN models
required to re-scale the images to 224 x 224 pixels. For the CNN - LSTM sequence model was not
necessary to train with the 346 videos; we only used the first 30 videos to their learning where the
crosswalk is seen, that is, having the most significant sample of the data, the other models were
trained with all the images found in the dataset.
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The case of CNN - LSTM sequence model have two layers of transformations. First, the extrac-
tion necessary in the previous models and a data scaling of 224x224 pixels to reduce the size of
each image; next, it was necessary to develop a method in Python to be able to generate sequences
of 4 frames with a time jump of 0.5 seconds to be able to have a change between each frame and
not generate overfitting in the model.

The data preparation and all the process was made in Python with libraries like Tensorflow [1],
Keras [9] and openCV [13] 2.

3.4 Pedestrian detection model
This algorithm is the first step of other models of the current project by extracting the coordinates
of the pedestrians found in the image. For this case, it is not necessary to feed it with a sequence
of images; the model uses a Decode CNN type architecture for the extraction of characteristics, is
trained with the weights of YoloV4 [3]. For the project, just the probabilities greater than 50 % are
used, extracting all the pedestrians within each frame. Once the necessary classes have been found,
the pedestrians, a loop is made to generate cropped images to avoid the noise of the entire scene
when training the models.

3.5 Age classification model
The age classification model uses the extracted image obtained by the pedestrian detection model to
predict four age categories (Child, Youth, Adult, Senior). It returns an array with the probabilities
associated with each category, though a model developed with a CNN architecture to classify the
ages with a Softmax activation function so that the result of the sum of the model’s probabilities
tends to 1. Additionally, it has a MobileNetV2 [21] structure 3 with a pre-training of data Ima-
geNet [6] 4 and we make a transfer learning process of last Dense layer to classify the assigned cat-
egories, notably improving the classification. Figure 6 presents the NN architecture implemented.

One of the considerations when developing a convolutional neural network model is the size of
the data inputs. The size of the image distributed by the channels generates a 3-dimensional matrix
(224, 224, 3). Note that the model has more than 150000 input data to predict the pedestrians’ age
category. This input is generated by the dataset, cropping the image as necessary by the model
of the section above. MobileNetV2 model weights are loaded. When compiling the model, it is
necessary to use binary cross-entropy, adam optimizer, and the Softmax activation function.

One of the most frequent mistakes when training a neural network is not using an adequate ac-
tivation function that allows the images to be classified correctly. Another frequent mistake for
people with limited computational resources is not saving the generated model and not finishing
all the epochs, losing all the training time. It is recommended in these cases to save the best result
in the case of the project with Keras to use the save best only parameter with the valid parameter.
This allows us to save the best prediction of the model.

2OpenCV: It is a Python library for image analysis.
3MobileNetV2: It is an architecture of convolutional neural networks for classification with a good performance.
4ImageNet: is a dataset for training AI models.
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Figure 6. Age Model

3.6 Observe or not classification model

The model allows predicting if the pedestrian is observing or not. It is a binary classification where
it gives 0 if he is not looking and 1 if he is looking at the traffic. The model has a CNN architecture
with a sigmoid activation function to give us a prediction according to the training data. The model
structure is a MobileNetV2 with a pre-training of ImageNet data. This structure has received a
transfer learning process for the Dense layer with new classes assigned for the output.

The learning of this neural network is very similar to the previous neural network of ages, making
use of the coordinates of the pedestrians acquired from the initial model for the transformations of
the images and change of size. Figure 7 presents the NN architecture implemented.

Figure 7. Observe or not model

The NN in this model uses a sigmoid activation function, with a binary cross-entropy loss func-
tion and adam optimizer [4]. The metric used to evaluate the model was accuracy. For training this
model, the batch size was 32, and the number of epochs went from 10 epochs to 20 epochs, gener-
ating an improvement in the loss from 0.1871 to 0.1304 and a 1 % increase in model precision. It
is crucial to consider the loss function and the number of images per class to avoid overfitting; for
this, it was necessary to perform a data balancing method such as undersampling or oversampling.
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3.7 Crossover or No Crossover detection model

This model is a sequence of images to be able to predict the behavior of pedestrians where zero is
not crossing, and one is crossing. This model uses a hybrid CNN and LSTM architecture for image
sequence analysis represented by Figure 8. It is essential to clarify that the complete image with a
time difference of every 0.5 seconds, in this case, was selected four frames t, t+ 0.5, t +1, t+ 1.5.
The training of this model was carried out from scratch without using the weights of any previous
model.

The training process of this model changes from the previous ones since it uses a sequence of
images in the first place. The entire environment of the image is used to look for changes in
pedestrians over time to predict their behavior. Each image resized to 224x224 form a matrix of 4
dimensions per sequence, that is to say (4, 224, 224, 3). It was necessary to develop a specific code
to carry out the change of dimensions.

An important aspect to keep in mind is that convolution is used in 2d Conv2d in Keras, allowing
to process of the input of 4 continuous images. The model uses a Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-4, decay 1e-4/25 (calculated by learning rate over the
epochs), a loss function binary cross-entropy, and a validation method of the accuracy metric.

Figure 8. Crossing intention model

4 Results

The results for each of the models are measured concerning the JAAD dataset training database.
The process is to extract the images from the videos depending on the model to train. The dataset
has the valid output for each of the models described above. Like some models are obtained through
a transfer learning process, a robust dataset is not necessary to train them. This section presents
some statistics for each model, taking into account train and test data. Note that the model, which
identifies the pedestrian in the image, is just used, so it is not presented in this section.

For the training, a data division of 80 % was necessary for training the models and the remaining
20 % was used to validate the classifications of the models, given that the amount of data available
makes use of transfer learning, what is done is the training of the last layer to classify the data we
need, for all cases as they are binary classifications, the loss function binary cross-entropy is used
of Keras library, with an amount of 20 epochs to reach the next results in the classification models.
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4.1 Observe or not classification model

Once the model trained, it uses the data provided by the pedestrian detection NN. The pedestrian is
trained with only the cropped image to avoid noise in the model training, as shown in Figure 9(a). A
training of 20 epochs is carried out since it is one of the best classifications after different iterations
generating an accuracy of 92 %. Figure 9(b) presents the precision by class, recall, f1-score, and
support. Even though we have some imbalance of 892 cases for class 1 and 3299 cases for class 0,
we see that the model behaves very well.

(a) Accuracy by epoch Observe or not classification
model

(b) Confusion matrix Observe or not classification
model

Figure 9. Results of Observe or not classification model

4.2 Age classification model

For this model, the input data is the same of the previous model but this model has four classes to
classify people according to their age. It was necessary to perform 20 epochs (Figure 10(a)) to find
a result higher than 90 %. Figure 10(b) present that there exist 6465 cases for class 2, 848 cases
for class 3, 363 cases for class 0, and 278 cases for class 1. The confusion matrix lets see some
over-fitting over class 2 since we have a greater number of images. However, good classification is
achieved by making the use of the transfer learning method.
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(a) Accuracy vs epoch Age classification model (b) Confusion Matrix Age classification
model

Figure 10. Results for Age classification model.

4.3 Crossover or No Crossover detection model

This model uses complete images to validate if the pedestrian has the intention to cross. The way
it needs the data is by using four continuous frames with a time separation. Figure 11(a) shows the
accuracy over 25 epochs. The confusion matrix shows an accuracy of 89 % divided into the two
classes (Figure 11(b)) in 203 samples.
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(a) Confusion vs epoch of Crossover or No Crossover
detection model

(b) Confusion matrix Crossover or No Crossover de-
tection model

Figure 11. Crossover or No Crossover detection model

4.4 Benchmarch
In addition to the development and testing of the models obtained through the JAAD dataset, the ta-
ble I presents the results of other publications trained with the JAAD dataset, allowing a comparison
of the accuracy of this model with those of others.

Table I. Benchmarking with other articles over the accuracy
Description Accuracy Accuracy Age Accuracy Observe Accuracy Crossover

ST-Dense [20] 84,7 % N/A N/A 84,7 %
AlexNet-imagenet-cropped [17] 83,4 % N/A 80,2 % 83,4 %

CNN - LSTM (this article) 89,0 % 92 % 92 % 89 %

4.5 New data testing
To understand the deployment phase, we perform validation with other data external to those of the
JAAD dataset. The data was obtained with a cell phone made in Madrid / Spain. This data is used
over the trained model without any modification; just a preprocess over the video. The figures 5(a),
5(b) and 5(c) present some images of the recorded videos. In the case of the first video, the table II
presents some summary of the video.

Once the data processing of the implementation videos has been carried out, the results in this
data show a small route of 3 pedestrians crossing, and then the vehicle continues. This scenario is
not used in the training process of the NN model. After tracking the three pedestrians, the other
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Table II. test data Video 1
Description Quantity

Frames 250
Pedestrian 3

Time 8 Seconds

three models are validated. For the age model, it does not classify the pedestrians; for the case of
the model that observes the precision was 90 %, and finally, in the crossing model, the precision is
88 %. However, this test gives good results, except for the age model, we must annotate more data
to conclude about the accuracy. The interesting part of these tests is that the model performs well
over uncalibrated images obtained over a cell phone.

5 Conclusions

Like other problems in the development of AI models, the first step is to understand the problem.
The use of the camera only to detect some characteristics and intentions of the pedestrian is possi-
ble. In this article, a transfer learning process over MobileNetV2 model was developed to detect if
pedestrians are observing or not and the range of age. Also it was developed a model joining LSTM
and CNN networks to detect the intention to crossover the street, taking a sequence of images. Fol-
lowing the CRISP-DM methodology, these models were implemented improving performance over
some bibliography and obtained an average accuracy of 91%.

Future works include deploying these models in embedded systems to test new environments and
increase accuracy over semi-automated annotating systems. This article is part of a system to in-
crease the safety of autonomous vehicles in cooperation with the drivers in different conditions.
Finally, to improve the estimation, we seek to apply previous segmentation models to images, al-
lowing small input data to the NN models presented here.
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